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  1. When was the first generation of iPhone released?

2007

2002

2010

2. What was the common problem with iPhone 4?

Calls disconnects when user holds the phone in a certain way

The phone stops working when its battery charge reaches 20%

The front glass fogs up when outside temperature changes fast

3. Which company is the iPhone designed and produced by?

Sony

Apple

HTC

4. What is the operating system of the iPhone called?

Android

iOS

webOS

5. Which model of the iPhone was released in 2013?

iPhone 5s

iPhone 6s
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iPhone 4

6. When were iPhone 7 and 7 plus unveiled?

2016

2011

2014

7. What "i" in the iPhone stands for, according to Steve Jobs?

Individual

Imagine

Internet

8. What was the first iPhone model with the OLED display?

iPhone 6s

iPhone X

iPhone7

9. What was the iPhone operating system known as iOS formerly called?

iPhone OS

Meego OS

Palm Os

10. From the first generation of iPhone up to iPhone 4, iPhone models were manufactured exclusively by
_____

Foxconn

Quanta Computer

pegatron
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Right answers

  1. When was the first generation of iPhone released?
  2007
  2. What was the common problem with iPhone 4?
  Calls disconnects when user holds the phone in a certain way
  3. Which company is the iPhone designed and produced by?
  Apple
  4. What is the operating system of the iPhone called?
  iOS
  5. Which model of the iPhone was released in 2013?
  iPhone 5s
  6. When were iPhone 7 and 7 plus unveiled?
  2016
  7. What "i" in the iPhone stands for, according to Steve Jobs?
  Imagine
  8. What was the first iPhone model with the OLED display?
  iPhone X
  9. What was the iPhone operating system known as iOS formerly called?
  iPhone OS
  10. From the first generation of iPhone up to iPhone 4, iPhone models were manufactured exclusively
by _____
  Foxconn
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